Introduction
Since the conventional figure of merit (FOM) neglects the flicker-noise effect in a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), we devised a new FOM that considers the flicker-noise effect Proposed FOM thus consists of a compensation factor for flicker noise and power dissipation. Thus, with the FOM proposed here, we draw on design insights regarding the ring oscillator to improve the phase noise caused by flicker noise and power dissipation. Moreover, we have designed a low-phase-noise and low-power-dissipation CMOS inverter-based quadrature-ring VCO.
Proposed FOM
To analyze the phase-noise characteristic of a ring VCO, we propose a generalized FOM gen , which is compensated for the flicker-noise effect, as where f n is a normalized frequency that gives FOM con =FOM nor .
Generally, in the case of ring oscillators, phase noise due to flicker noise is inversely proportional to ∆ f 3 (−30 dB/dec); therefore, slope factor N is approximately equal to 3. Equations (4) and (5) are thus obtained by substituting N = 3 into Equations Equations (4) and (5) consist of a compensation factor ( f o 2 /∆ f 3 ) in the second term, which compensates the phase noise due to flicker noise.
Phase-noise Analysis with Proposed FOM
The proposed FOM can now be used to analyze the phase noise and power dissipation in a ring oscillator. In particular, the phase noise in an inverter-based ring oscillator fabricated by 0.18-µm CMOS technology was analyzed, since it has a simple topology and few noise sources, in terms of the proposed FOM.
Using the proposed FOM nor2 , we analyzed the phase noise and power dissipation of an inverter-based ring oscillator, since it has a simple topology and few noise sources. From the analysis, we draw three conclusions.
First, changing load capacitance changes oscillation frequency only without changing proposed FOM. Second, to improve the proposed FOM to take account of phase noise due to flicker noise, a large transistor length should be chosen. Third, comparing the proposed FOM of a VCO with the FOM of desired specifications clearly shows that the VCO meets the target phase noise and power dissipation.
VCO Design and Experimental Results
Applying the results described in the previous sections, we designed an inverter-based quadrature-ring VCO. In this paper, using our proposed FOM, we can easily design an inverter-based quadrature-ring VCO to meet the target specifications. Actually, a prototype inverter-based quadrature-ring VCO was fabricated by using 0.18-µm CMOS technology. It consumes power of 2.61 mW from a 1.8-V power supply, and it has oscillation frequency of 338.5 MHz and phase noise of −110 dBc/Hz at 1-MHz offset frequency-thereby meeting our performance specifications (see Table 1 ). Recently, EEG (Electroencephalogram) phase synchronization has been studied in the analysis of emotion and perception as well as in research for BCI (Brain Computer Interface) technology. EEG phase synchronization is the by-product of phase modulation in each EEG channel. However, the specific mechanisms of phase synchronization are still unclear. It is known that ERP (Event Related Potential) contributes to EEG phase synchronization, so it is important to clarify exactly how ERP is generated. There are two hypotheses for ERP generation mechanism; the evoked model and the phase resetting model. By using the direct perturbation method and WSTA (Weighted Spike Triggered Average) method, we derived the phase modulation property, known as a PRC (Phase Response Curve), in α-waves. Five subjects (A～E) were used in this experiment.
While measuring the EEG signals of the visual cortex (V1), external stimuli, in the form of controlled light pulses or statistically fluctuating visual noise, were administered to the test subjects. Figure 1 shows the averaged α-waves in subject A while being exposed to the external stimuli. The ERP of subject A is observed around 200 ms into the experiment. ERP in subjects A and D were confirmed. PRCs by the pulse type light stimulus are shown in Fig. 2 . WSTAs, which are known to be proportional to PRCs, derived from noise type light stimulus are shown in Fig. 3 . Phase response derived by the pulse stimulus in subjects A and D show a statistically significant difference with pulse injected phase, while subjects C, D and E also showed the statistically significant difference from the noise stimuli (Table 1) .
These results show phase modulation occurs when ERP in α-waves is generated, and support the validity of the phase resetting model as the mechanism for ERP generation in α-waves. This paper describes an optimal mapping of the torus self-organizing map for human forearm motion discrimination on the basis of the myoelectric signals. Fig.1 shows an example of a myoelectric potential waveform. This study uses the torus self-organizing map (Torus-SOM) to discriminate human forearm motions on the basis of myoelectric signal. A flow diagram of the motion discrimination system process is shown in Fig.2 .
The normal SOM identify input data into the same feature group by using the all units of map. Then there is a possibility of the misrecognition motion around the boundary lines of the motion groups. This study proposes the optimal mapping method of SOM that the learning units of the same motion concentrate on one local range and the learning unit groups of each motion separates enough. As a result, the variance in the same motion group becomes small, and the variance between each motion groups becomes big. Therefore, because the motion group is not adjacent, the misrecognition is suppressed.
The mapping of SOM is optimized for the above-mentioned map. As for the unit in the boundary line of the motion group of a normal learning method, the information difference from the adjoining units is big. Then, the information on the unit in the boundary lines of the motion group is learned as the input data. Therefore, "the learning data of identification target motion" and "the information on the unit in the boundary lines of the motion group" are learned every time until the learning is concluded. At this time, the unit with a very big information difference from the adjoining units is "the unit in the boundary lines of the motion groups". As a result, the boundary area is made in surroundings of the boundary line. And, each motion group area reduces and concentrates on one place because the boundary extends. As a result, the variance in the same motion group becomes small, and the variance between each motion groups becomes big.
When new data is plotted in the learning map, Euclidean distance is used. The motion is recognized when there is a unit of identification target motion near the plotted unit.
In this study, six types of motion, namely, "Open," "Grasp," "Flexion," "Dorsiflexion," "Pronation," and "Supination" are applied as the identification target motions. Fig.3 shows the normal map, and Fig.4 shows the optimal map. By optimal mapping, each motion group widely separated and each motion group area concentrated on one place. In addition, Fig.5 shows the experiment results. All motions were able to get the higher discrimination precision than the normal mapping by the optimal mapping. To maintain or promote the health condition of elderly citizens is quite important for Japan. Given the circumstances, the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare has established the standards for the activities and exercises for promoting the health, and quantitatively determined the exercise intensity on 107 items of activities. This exercise intensity, however, requires recording the type and the duration of the activity to be calculated. In this paper, the exercise intensities are estimated using 3D accelerometer for 25 daily activities.
Relation between exercise intensity of transitional motion and power is defined by inner product calculated by moving object's velocity and acceleration. Let Et, v(t), a(t) and Tp be exercise intensity of transitional motion, velocity, acceleration and duration time of activities. So Et is given as flow: Verification experiment is carried out using 16 subjects. Figure 1 shows the 3D accelerometers (Micro Stone Co., Ltd.) used for the experiment and attachment place of the sensor on the subject's body. Figure 2 shows the acceleration signals measured by the accelerometers attached on the subject. Figure 3 show scatter chart of estimation results of exercise intensity of all activities. Subjects classified into group 1 are used for decide the estimation equation of exercise speed. On the other hand, subjects classified into group 2 are used for verification of proposal method.
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As the result, the exercise intensities were estimated to be within the root mean square error of 0.83 METs for all 25 activities. In this paper, the process of searching manufacturing conditions that improve conversion efficiency of a new type of thin film solar cells in its trial manufacturing phase before mass production is described. Figure 1 shows a structure of our thin film solar cells. They have many layers and each layer has several manufacturing conditions such as temperature, pressure, deposition time and deposition rate. Consequently there are dozens of parameters to determine the deposition process of these solar cells in total.
Difficulties in this process are: 1. This manufacturing process has many condition parameters to determine, and design of experiments (DoE) is difficult to apply, 2. Obtained data contains lots of noise caused by fluctuation of properties in manufacturing apparatus under the same condition settings.
To cope with these difficulties, following steps including sets of new methodologies have been developed in the searching process:
STEP 1 Data collection and pretreatments suitable for solar cell manufacturing process. Data pretreatment process consists of following four phases: 1. adjustment for an effect by location of cells in a role caused by fluctuation of properties in manufacturing apparatus under same condition settings, 2. outlier removal, 3. adjustment for deviations among submodules, 4. adjustment for deviations among lots.
STEP 2 Building response surface models based on multivariate analysis: Partial least squares (PLS) with second order terms is adopted as a response surface model with parameters of manufacturing conditions as input and conversion efficiency as output. It can be converted to a linear regression form with PLS coefficient matrices P, Q, W:
STEP 3 Optimization based on response surface models: Q and T 2 indices defined bellow are added to constraints in order to restrict the search space within the range of original data (within interpolation in a multivariate sense and correlation of variables kept). They are used for fault detections in multivariable data.
Then, the optimization problem is formulated as:
The obtained optimal conditions are shown in Table 1 . The expected efficiency 0.919 is reasonably better than present average efficiency 0.850. These conditions are within the range of original ones, which means they are confirmed to be applicable to the real manufacturing process. 
Introduction
Energy conservation in building fields is one of the key issues in environmental point of view as well as that of industrial, transportation and residential fields. The half of the total energy consumption in a building is occupied by HVAC (Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning) systems. In order to realize energy conservation of HVAC system, a thermal load prediction model for building is required. This paper propose a hybrid modeling approach with physical and Just-in-Time (JIT) model for building thermal load prediction.
First, a physical model as shown in Fig.1 is developed based on the typical Building thermal load simulator "HASP". While the Just in Time Modeling (JIT) method, as shown in Fig.2 , is developed. Then combining these methods, a new thermal load prediction method is proposed, which has features and benefits such as, (1) it is applicable to the case in which past operation data for load prediction model learning is poor, (2) it has a self checking function, which always supervises if the data driven load prediction and the physical based one are consistent or not, so it can find if something is wrong in load prediction procedure, (3) it has ability to adjust load prediction in real-time against sudden change of model parameters and environmental conditions. The proposed method is evaluated with real operation data of an existing building, and the improvement of load prediction performance is illustrated as shown in Fig.3 , where the thermal load prediction, which was not good with conventional JIT model, is improved with the proposed hybrid modeling technique. 
Cooking Amount Estimation of Rice Cooker by Signed Mahalanobis Distance
Arata Suzuki Member (Wakayama University, aratas@sys.wakayama-u.ac.jp) Kenji Sugimoto Non-member (Nara Institute of Science and Technology, kenji@is.naist.jp)
Keywords: amount estimation, temperature measurement, Mahalanobis-Taguchi system, cooking appliance This paper proposes a cooking amount estimation method for rice cookers based on Mahalanobis-Taguchi system. This estimation is important in that it can improve the cooking quality significantly. The proposed method enables us to estimate the amount in the early stage of cooking, thereby to give optimal heat in the whole process. To this end, an existing method adopts the minimal cooking quantity as a standard quantity and conduct estimation via outliers in terms of Mahalanobis distance, but this is easily affected by consumers' usage and nonlinearity peculiar to heat systems. Estimation precision is expected to be higher if the estimation is used by correlation of each characteristic data. The proposed method achieves this by adding sign to the estimation 
Introduction
Carrier type dynamic strain amplifiers are frequently used for stress measurement with strain gages. The reason for its popularity is because of its high resistance to external noise and power noise, allowing for high precision measurement in a noisy environment. The strain gage has little effect on the specimen being measured since it is small and light weight. However it is necessary to connect the target strain gage to the amplifier with an input cable. In case of using carrier type dynamic strain amplifiers, the distributed capacitance (hereinafter referred to as the C component) of the input cable between the amplifier and the sensor (Wheatstone bridge for measuring) has an effect on the measurement value. An initial unbalance value of the C component also appears with the initial unbalance value of the resistance value in the Wheatstone bridge for measuring. While the changing resistance of the strain gage is necessary for the measurement, the C component is not necessary for the measurement. The C component varies with cable length and cable materials and the component is changed by ambient temperature and humidity. The aforementioned variability adversely affects the stability of the amplifier. If you can remove the influence of the variable C component on the measurement value, high precision strain measurement becomes possible.
CST Method
Then we analyzed and proved the CST (Capacitance Self Tracing) method that detects, self-tracks and eliminates the C component. When the unbalanced C component is included in the Wheatstone bridge arm AB or BC, the CST method was able to completely eliminate it without being affected by the applied frequency.
When CST method is used, zero-point is not changed and the stability is improved even if the C component is attached to the adjoining arm of the Wheatstone bridge for measuring.
Dual Feedback CST Method
In this paper, we proposed Dual Feedback CST method (new CST method) that will not change the zero point even if the C components are attached not only to the adjoining arms but also to the opposite arms. That is to say, the zero-point is not affected even if the C component is attached to any arm of the Wheatstone bridge for measuring. An equivalent circuit of the Wheatstone bridge for measuring is described in Fig.1 . Eout is calculated from the expressions (1) to (4).
Conclusion
We proved that the Dual feedback CST method can conduct high precision strain measurement without the influence of C component and carrier frequency. We made some test models with the gage resistance 120 ohm or 350 ohm and 3 type of carrier frequency 5 kHz, 12 kHz, or 28 kHz and obtained the experimental data. The comparison data obtained from the actual data and calculated data is also shown in this paper. 
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Effects of Music on Image Impression and Relationship between Impression and Physical Properties
Keiko Sato Member (Ritsumeikan University, keikos-a@st.ritsumei.ac.jp) Yasue Mitsukura Member (Keio University, mitsukura@sd.keio.ac.jp) Keywords: music, image, impression, interaction, physical properties Auditory information is known to have a significant impact on the perception of visual information. It plays an integral role in AV media. In the field of perceptual psychology, the interaction between the visual and auditory sensory modalities is well documented. However, we now present a few studies in which the changes in subjective perceptions were analyzed on the basis of the physical properties of the perceived items. It is imperative that the relationship between the physical properties of images or motion pictures and human emotions be defined. The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of music on image impression in terms of the physical properties of images. As a first step, the images of general scenery are used as visual information and piano music is used as auditory information. In this paper, we first elucidate the changes in subjective impressions when the image is presented by itself and when it is presented with music. Secondly, we compare the different image or music perceptions with each other and also compare their respective physical properties, which include color information, structural information, and frequency characteristics.
First, we performed the subjective experiment that was based on the semantic differential method. In this experiment, the impression of an image by subjects was evaluated in the case where only the image was presented and where the same image was presented with music in the background. We applied the factor analysis technique to the data obtained from the experiment. From the distribution of factor scores, it was shown that "bright" music improved the score of image impression, whereas "dark" music lowered it. Next, in order to reveal the relation between the impression of an image or music and the physical properties of the image, we calculated the correlation between the impression value and the magnitude of the physical property. The physical properties of the images considered in this study were color information and structural information. Color information is expressed by each average value and entropy in RGB and HSI color spaces. Moreover, we considered structural information as the direction characteristic. The use of a Gabor filter was required to extract the direction characteristic from the image. In this paper, we applied only four orientations. Among the physical properties of music, the frequency characteris- Table 1 . The relationship between impression words and physical properties of images
Property
Impression word green fancy -plain, bright -dark, cheerful -gloomy blue wet -dry saturation warm -cold, fancy -plain, soft -hard, bright -dark, active -inactive, light -heavy intensity fancy -plain g-entropy wet -dry s-entropy loose -tight, extended -narrow h-entropy wet -dry direction soft -hard tic obtained by FFT was used. We calculated the value of mean power at all frequencies (mean), the standard derivation (SD), the mean value at low frequency (MLFP), the mean value at high frequency (MHFP), the maximum value of power (max), and the frequency at the maximum value of power (frequency). After that, we calculated the correlation coefficient between each impression value (15 words) and the mentioned physical properties. Finally, we tested the statistical significance of each correlation coefficient. Tables 1  and 2 list the results. The main findings are as follows: The color information of an image containing green or saturation colors and the power of the music are strongly correlated with adjectives expressing activity. Moreover, the entropy of saturation correlates with words expressing spatial extent.
A Note on Document Classification with Small Training Data
Yasunari Maeda Non-member ( Keywords : document classification, training data, prior distribution, posterior distribution Document classification problem is one of important topics in the field of NLP (Natural Language Processing). The document classification problem is estimating the unknown class of a new document under the condition that key words in the new document and learning data are given. In previous research a document classification method has been proposed which minimizes an error rate with reference to a Bayes criterion. The error rate is the probability of an event that a classification of the new document fails. But when the number of documents in the training data is small, the accuracy of the previous method is low.
So in this research we use estimating data in order to estimate prior distributions in the previous method. Generally the new document and the training data occur from the same source. We use documents occurred form another source as the estimating data. We investigate effectiveness of using the estimating data by experiments. The experiments results are shown in Fig. 1 . In the experiments we use Japanese Mainichi News Paper 2007 as the training data and test data, and Japanese Mainichi News Paper 1994 as the estimating data. The number of documents in the test data is 10000. "prev" is the previous method without the estimating data. "pro1" is the first verification example with the estimating data. The accuracy rate is given by When the training data is small the accuracy rate of the first verification example is higher than the accuracy rate of the previous method. But when the training data is big the accuracy rate of the first verification example is lower than the accuracy rate of the previous method. The performance of the first verification example is good when the training data is small. But the performance of the first verification example is not good when the training data is big, because the estimating data influence badly for the training data. The class of the new document should be estimated based on the estimating data when the training data is small, and should be estimated based on the training data when the training data is big. So in this research we also investigate performance of another verification example with the estimating data (the second verification example) by experiments.
The experiments results on the second verification example are shown in Fig. 2 . In the experiments we use Japanese Mainichi News Paper 2007 as the training data and the test data, and Japanese Mainichi News Paper 1994 as the estimating data. The number of documents in the test data is 10000. "prev" is the previous method without the estimating data. "pro2" is the second verification example with the estimating data. When the training data is small the accuracy rate of the second verification example is higher than the accuracy rate of the previous method. When the training data is big the accuracy rate of the second verification example is almost the same as the accuracy rate of the previous method. In this research we use the estimating data in order to estimate prior distributions in the previous method. We also show the effectiveness of using the estimating data by experiments. r r r r x x x x x x − − = = x x , respectively. A reinforcement learning control system takes charge of controlling a subsystem and H ∞ control system takes charge of another sub-system, and these structure is called the proposed method1. Another type of control system in which the partly connected two sub-systems are controlled by two H ∞ control sub systems is called the proposed method2. To show the effectiveness of our proposed cooperated control systems, a computer simulation in the case of controlling two sub-systems, that is, the angle and the position of a crane system shown in Fig.1 was carried out. Fig.2 shows the control results of the angle at best trial for the two proposed and the conventional method. Fig.2 says the angle controlled by the conventional method has not converged to zero, on the other hand, in the case of the proposed methods, the angle has almost converged to zero. Fig.3 shows the control results of the position at best trial for three methods. Here, the target point of the crane is set at 5 [m]. Fig.3 says that the crane is correctly controlled at 5 [m] point in the case of our proposed methods, however, in the case of the conventional method, the crane reaches to the goal taking a lot of time. These show our proposed methods are superior to the conventional actor-critic method. Keywords : chaotic neural network, Hopfield network, particle swarm optimization, genetic algorithm
The interconnected neural networks with recurrent computation algorithms are well-known with their abilities of associative memory of characteristic patterns. For example, the traditional Hopfield net (HN) can recall stored pattern stably, meanwhile, Aihara's chaotic neural network (CNN) is able to realize dynamical recollection of a sequence of patterns. However, in the CNN association model, internal parameters effect the speed and success rate of recollection seriously. On the other hand, it has been indicated that dynamical recollection of HN is also available by adjusting parameters such as the connection weights and network fire-threshold. In this paper, we propose to use meta-heuristic (MH) methods such as the particle swarm optimization (PSO) and the genetic algorithm (GA) to improve traditional associative memory systems. Using PSO or GA, for CNN, optimal parameters for stored patterns are found to accelerate recollect process and raise the rate of successful recollection, and for HN, optimized bias current, i.e., optimal fire-threshold of neurons is calculated to improve the network with dynamical association of a series of patterns. Simulation results of binary pattern association showed the effectiveness of the proposed methods. Fig. 1 shows binary patterns used in the association simulations. Fig 2 shows 2 evidences where different optimal thresholds were estimated according to the recollection error (Euclidean distance) in different association episodes of proposed PSO-HN. Table 1 shows the different recollection times, i.e., successful recollection rate, of conventional CNN (parameters fixed by empirical method) and by PSO-CNN and GA-CNN. Table 2 shows the first recalling time, i.e., the speed of recollection, for each pattern with different methods. These results showed that the proposed PSO-CNN and GA-CNN showed their higher recollection performance comparing with the conventional association systems.
The advanced results are caused by the evaluation function of PSO and GA, which is given by the recollection error of network, i.e., the Euclidean distances between the input pattern and stored patterns are used to choose the optimal values of the parameters.
(The end) A delivery route optimization that improves the efficiency of real time delivery or a distribution network requires solving several tens to hundreds but less than 2 thousands cities Traveling Salesman Problems (TSP) within interactive response time (less than about 3 second), with expert-level accuracy (less than about 3% of error rate). Further, to make things more difficult, the optimization is subjects to special requirements or preferences of each various delivery sites, persons, or societies. To meet these requirements, an Inner Random Restart Genetic Algorithm (Irr-GA) is proposed and developed. This method combines meta-heuristics such as random restart and GA having different types of simple heuristics such as 2-opt and NI (Nearest Insertion). Due to such hierarchical but simple integration of simple multiple meta-heuristics and heuristics, field experts as well as field engineers can easily understand to make the solutions or methods easily changed or customized according to their needs or taste.
Comparison based on the experimental results described in Table 1 and Table 2 and consideration proved that the method meets the above requirements more than other methods judging from above-mentioned responsiveness and optimality as well as simplicity in order for this method to be practically used. These results also showed that performance (response time and optimality) of the method is superior to our previous method (Mow-GA, Miw-GA). High performance in optimizing delivery routes shown here is considered as the effect of integrating two meta heuristics such as GA and random restart having two types of simple heuristics (2-opt and NI) for evolution within GA and the "raising" of newborn children, aiming both efficient coherence and diversity of population. Due to the simplicity of these heuristics and the well combined meta-heuristics, the proposed Irr-GA is considered to have high flexibility necessary for practical use. In recent days, we often encounter bills that has been creased or worn out in process of circulation. Those bills are treated as invalid bills, and eliminated by audit machines or classification devices.
One of the types of invalid bills is low in intensity because of high frequencies in use(hereinafter called 'fatigued bill'), and is distinguished from valid ones(hereinafter called "new bill'). Higher accuracy techniques recognizing fatigue bills is demanded to prevent paper jams in automatic cash machines such as an ATM, CD(Cash Dispenser) and vending machine.
Nowadays much study concerning sound signal distinction between fatigued bills and new bills are reported. Distinction is performed based on the emitted sound when bills got through the machine. This is done by the analyses based on FLVQ and ICA. High performance results are then reported.
However, in the preparation of the membership function, there is a problem which is generated by the slippage of the time series signal. In the case of the ICA, there is a problem in the processing time in order to use large number of signals simultaneously.
Therefore, in order to extract the feature of bills in the observed bill-acoustic signal, equation (1) and equation (2) are respectively used for a forward difference(yi) and a rear difference(xi) of amplitude in a time-series signal in this paper.
The distribution is used by the projection of two difference values in polar coordinates as a feature quantity. The distribution of the difference of the time-series signal can be expressed on the two-dimensional plane by respectively allocating two difference values obtained by the calculation in horizontal axis and vertical axis of Cartesian coordinates. Fig. 1 shows this process. First, the difference is projected in Cartesian coordinates, and then Polar coordinates by equation (3). Fig. 2 shows the results.
It then becomes the feature of the discrimination by SVM. And the effectiveness of this approach is demonstrated by the bill identify experimentation with acoustic signals. The classification rates became more than about 90% in the regional division of θ = π/2. Therefore, it was confirmed that the crease of the bill affected the amplitude of acoustic signals. In recent years, companies have created and stored more and more documents in digital form. Enterprise Content Management (ECM) systems are expected to achieve careful handling of documents, protection against information leakage, and improve of business efficiency. Such systems manage business documents using metadata, such as titles, creation dates, and customer names. Several methods of metadata extraction from document content have been proposed; however, they require detailed investigation of describing of metadata in intended document area, and definition of the description as "rule" for metadata extraction. Accuracy of metadata extraction depends on the quality of the rule; however preparing a well adjusted metadata extraction rule for each document area is laborious and the inefficiency of manual adjustment prevents metadata extraction methods from applicability to business. This paper proposes "Sample-based Collection and Adjustment (SCA) algorithm", which uses sample documents and their manually specified metadata as training data, and generates a set of rules for metadata extraction. Fig. 1 shows an overview of SCA algorithm and metadata extraction method. In the metadata extraction process, strings are extracted when the strings appear next to a neighbor keyword, contain a substring keyword, or have a maximum score as a weighted sum of with or without layout characteristics for each kind of metadata. In order to avoid a failure of search of a file in metadata, SCA algorithm emphasizes recall rather than precision. Fig. 2 shows an overview and three features SCA algorithm. First, it examines occurrence of manually specified metadata in training documents to enumerate candidates of a rule. Candidates of neighbor keyword and substring keyword are collected from metadata themselves and their neighbor strings. Layout characteristics are collected as candidates when the characteristics are detected, particularly in training document metadata. Second, to examine whether each candidate is specific to only one kind of metadata, SCA algorithm uses non-metadata strings and other kinds of metadata. Third, SCA algorithm generates a rule in two-stages: collecting candidates and detailed adjustment.
We evaluate SCA algorithm with recall rate of metadata extraction from business documents and weekly reports. In business documents case, six business deals are divided into two groups; SCA algorithm generated rule from first group of d teacher deals to evaluate recall rate of metadata extraction from documents of the rest deals. Average and standard deviation of recall rates are compared with that of manually adjusted rule in Fig. 3 . Automatically generated rule enabled metadata extraction as accurately as manually adjusted one for all five kinds of metadata for d teacher ≥ 3. In weekly reports case, SCA algorithm generated rule from reports of three projects to evaluate recall rate with reports of other two projects. Automatically generated rule achieved metadata extraction as accurate as that of manually adjusted rule for two of three kinds of metadata: variation of vocabulary between projects prevents effective enumeration of keyword for one kind of metadata. 
